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Abstract

Social network sites (SNS) in recent times are focusing mainly on user interactions. These SNS are attracting the attention of academic and industry researchers who are intrigued by their accordance and reach rapidly. Mainly data mining techniques have been very effective in using the content and graph structure that was available to solve various problems such as friendship link prediction, estimating the percentage of their friendship…etc. Topic models are one among the most effective approaches to discover latent topic analysis and text data mining. One desirable feature of a social network is to be capable to suggest potential friends to its existing users and the approach must be proved to be effective in improving the predictions. Topic modeling approach provides an easy way to analyze large volume of data and the topic modeling techniques like Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to uncover latent structure in user interests which have to be explored is going to be implemented. By using LDA, the users are predicting their friends and with the how much amount of percentage ratio they are becoming friends. In this review, it has been identified that LDA has a limitation of topic correlation modeling which can be overcome by using CTM (correlated topic model) and it can work better than Arm (Association Rule Mining) for list of 4 or more communities while the tagging can be effectively done when both LDA and association rules are used together.
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Introduction

Social network can be considered as a map of the individuals and the ways how they are related to each other. It is almost a social structure made up of a set of actors and the dyadic ties between these actors. Social networks are highly dynamic objects. They grow and change quickly over time. The addition of new edges signifies the appearance of new interactions in underlying social structure. The link prediction problem is basic computational problem that is underlying in social network evolution (Nowell and Jon Kleinberg, 2003). The link prediction can be explained with given a snapshot of a social network at time t, we seek to accurately predict the edges that will be added to the network during the interval from time t to a given future time t. The link prediction problem is also related to the problem of inferring missing links from an observed network. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a topic model that allows each document to exhibit multiple topics. LDA is a probabilistic generative model for collection of discrete data such as text corpora. This allows sets of observations to be explained by unobserved groups that explain why some parts of the data are similar. The main goal of our review is to improve the performance of learning algorithms at the task of predicting friend relationships in social networks. A hybrid clustering algorithm hierarchical agglomerative and divisive clustering has been used in the existing system.

It is designed to make the ontology extraction process as fast as possible and at the same time to produce a sensible and useful ontology. Our review focuses on the task of predicting friendship links and the correlation value at which there have become friends and to apply LDA on the interests of user to detect the abstract topics. To do this task, each user in the dataset is observed as a document with his/her interests corresponding to the content of that document and check whether LDA would improve the predictions for link prediction problem. Large documents collections are readily available online and are widely accessed by diverse communities. The advent of new tools for browsing, searching and allowing the productive use of such archives is thus an important technological challenge and provides new opportunities for statistical modeling. In the study by Blei and Laerty (2008), topic models have been considered by which latent variable models of documents that exploit the correlations among the words and latent semantic themes. Topic models can extract interpretable and useful structure without any explicit understanding of the language by computer. The correlated topic model (CTM) explicitly models the correlation between the latent topics in the collection and enables the topic graphs construction and document browsers which allow a user to navigate the collection in a topic guided manner.
The correlated topic model builds on the earlier LDA model of Blei et al. (2003) which is an instance of a general family of mixed membership models for decomposing data into multiple latent components. LDA mainly assumes that the words of each document arise from a mixture of topics where each topic is a multinomial over a fixed word vocabulary. The topics are shared by documents in the collection but the topic proportions change stochastically across documents as they are randomly drawn from a Dirichlet distribution. A recent work Blei and Laerty (2008) has used LDA as a building block in more sophisticated topic models. They fail to directly model the correlation between topics in the document. In most of the text corpora, it is natural to expect subsets of the underlying latent topics will be highly correlated. Consider an example for instance in science, an article about genetics may be likely to be about health and disease but unlikely to be about X-ray astronomy. For the LDA model, this limitation stems from the independence assumptions implicit in the dirichlet distribution on the topic proportions.

The CTM replaces the dirichlet by the more flexible logistic normal distribution which incorporates a covariance structure among the components. This gives more realistic model of the latent topic structure where the presence of one latent topic may be correlated with the presence of another a hierarchical topic model of documents that replaces dirichlet distribution of per document topic proportions with a logistic normal. This allows the model to capture correlations between the occurrences of latent topics. The resulting correlated topic model gives better predictive performance and uncovers interesting descriptive statistics for facilitating browsing and search. Use of the logistic normal may have benefit in the many applications of dirichlet-based mixed membership models. Much information is readily accessible online still we don’t have means for processing all of it. To help users overcome the information overload problem and sift through huge amounts of information efficiently and easily, recommender systems have been developed to generate suggestions based on user preferences.

Chen et al. (2009), focused on applying CF to community recommendation. Investigating which notions of similarity are most useful for this task, we examine two approaches from different fields. First, the association rule mining (ARM) is a data mining algorithm that finds association rules based on frequently co-occurring sets of communities and then it makes the recommendations based on the rules. ARM can discover the explicit relations between communities based on their co-occurrences across the multiple users. Second, LDA is a machine learning algorithm that models user community co-occurrences using the latent aspects and makes recommendations based on the learned model parameters.

Unlike ARM, LDA models the implicit relations between communities through the set of latent aspects present. Comparison of ARM and LDA for the community recommendation task was made and evaluated their performances using the top-k recommendations metric. LDA performs consistently better than ARM for the community recommendation task when recommending a list of four or more communities. However, for recommendation lists of up to three communities, ARM is still a bit better. Ontology can be defined as an explicit formal specification of the terms and relations among terms in a domain. It can be achieved by a systematic grouping of domain concepts may be user interests based on their definitions in machine interpretable form. Although the ontology constructed by Bahirwani (2008) has proven helpful for improving the predictions of friendship relationships the use of Word Net Online, IMDB and AWS for a semantic understanding of user interests is cumbersome and this may not always give complete and accurate definitions of interests.

Work by Haridas (2009) explored different ontology engineering approaches and more comprehensive knowledge bases to address the limitations mentioned by Bahirwani (2009). In first approach, we obtain the definitions of interests from Wikipedia and use the technique of latent semantic analysis (LSA) to measure the similar behavior between interests. While this approach produces more sensible ontology than the one produced by the approach mentioned by Bahirwani (2009), this ontology is still a binary tree and it consists of internal clusters labeled based on the child information. Our second and third approaches explore reuse of knowledge from existing hierarchies such as the Wikipedia Category Graph (WCG) and Directory Mozilla (DMoz) to group interests. Three approaches are explored to the problem of building ontology over the interests specified by the users in a social network. The first and third approaches produce usable hierarchies although the Wikipedia/LSA hierarchy has some limitations. While the second approach didn’t produce a useful ontology, it served as a bridge between the Wikipedia/LSA approach and DMoz approach. Moreover, it motivated the reuse of knowledge from existing hierarchies in the ontology engineering process. Extensive exploration of the usefulness of both Wikipedia/LSA and DMoz based interest hierarchies for the predicting friendship links. Tagging systems have now become major infrastructures on the web. They allow users to create tags which annotate and categorize the content and share them with other users that are very helpful in particular for searching multimedia content. Tagging is not constrained by a controlled vocabulary and annotation guidelines. These tags tend to be noisy and sparse. In an approach based on LDA for recommending tags of resources in order to improve search was introduced by Krestel et al. (2009).
The goal of the approach presented by Krestel et al. (2009) is to overcome the cold start problem for tagging new resources. In Krestel et al. (2009), we use LDA to elicit latent topics from resources with a fairly stable and complete tag set to recommend topics for new resources with only a few tags. Based on this, other tags belonging to the recommended topics can be recommended. The use of LDA for collective tag recommendation has been explored by Krestel et al. (2009). Compared to association rules, LDA achieves better accuracy and in particular it recommends more specific tags which are more useful for search. In general, our LDA based approach is able to elicit a shared topical structure from the collaborative tagging effort of multiple users more over the association rules are more focused on simple terminological expansion. However, both approaches succeed to some degree in overcoming the idiosyncrasies of individual tagging practices. The main contribution of latent topic models is to reduce the sparsity of the tag space. This gives rise to several interesting lines of research which will investigate mapping resources to their latent topics that may result in more robust resource recommendation.

A spam detection system has been proposed combining link-based and content-based features also using the topology of the web graph by exploiting the dependencies among the web-pages resulting from the hyper links formed using the contents of www (World Wide Web) documents as well as the web graph (Castillo et al. 2007). With their approach, they used several link-based features (Degree related measures, e.g. in-degree, out-degree, edge-reciprocity etc., Page Rank, Trust Rank, Truncated Page Rank calculated from the pages in their collection) and Content-based features (such as Corpus Precision and Recall, Query Precision and Recall, Compression rate) for spam detection. They have tested their approach on public dataset of web pages and reported that the system was very accurate in detecting spam pages. The problem of Named Entity Recognition in Query (NERQ) involves detection of the named entity in a given query and classification of the named entity into predefined classes. NERQ is potentially useful in various applications in web search. The approach proposes taking a probabilistic approach to the task using query log data and LDA (Guo et al., 2009). In this task for a given query the named entity has to be detected within the query and identify the most likely classes of the named entity. In the LDA model, the contexts of a named entity is represented as words of a document where as classes of the named entity are represented as topics of the model. The alignment between model topics and predefined classes needs to be guaranteed. To address this problem, a weekly supervised learning method referred to as WS-LDA (Weakly Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation) which can leverage the weak supervision from humans.

Experimental results indicate that the proposed approach can accurately perform NERQ and outperforms other baseline methods.

**Topic models and Latent Dirichlet Allocation**

With the growth of data on the web in the form of web sites, articles, social networking sites, news etc., there is an increased need to process the data that has to extract hidden patterns and information from them. Data mining techniques like vector space model were used in the past to extract the patterns from text. Vector space model is an algebraic model for representing the text documents as vectors of identifiers. It uses the bag of words representation the documents are seen as vectors in the word space to represent each document in the document corpus. Topic modeling is the method for analyzing large quantities of the data that is unlabeled. A topic model provides an easy and simple way to analyze large volumes of unlabeled data. A topic in the model consists of a word clusters that occur frequently together. By the usage of the contextual clues, topic models can connect the words that have similar meanings and distinguish between words uses that have multiple meanings. Topic models extract topics from texts which represent a family of computer programs. Topic to computer is a list of words that exist in statistically meaningful ways. The text can be an email, a blog post, a book chapter, a journal article etc., any kind of unstructured text. By unstructured means that there exists no computer readable annotations that tell the computer about the semantic meaning of the words in text available.

In general, the topic modeling programs doesn't have any idea about the word meanings in a text. Instead, they make an assumption that any piece of text is composed by selecting words from possible word baskets where each basket corresponds to topic. If that results true, then it becomes easy to mathematically decompose a text into probable baskets from where the words first came. The tool goes through this process again and again until it settles on the most likely word distributions into baskets which probably called as topics. Figure 1 illustrates the topic modeling approach as a generative model. Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) is one such generative model that is used to model the documents. It is reported that pLSA has many over fitting problems. The number of parameters grows linearly with the number of documents. Even though pLSA is the generative model of the documents in the collection used to estimate the model but it is not a generative model of new documents. The idea is that use of a probabilistic mixture of a number of models is that to explain some observed data. Each observed point of data is assumed to have come from one of the existing models in the mixture but which one it has come out is unknown. The latent parameter that specifies which model each point of data came from.
LDA is another popular topic model in application and it is also the simplest one. It solves the problems with over fitting and increased number of parameters. LDA is a probabilistic generative model for the collection of discrete data like text corpora (Blei et al., 2003). LDA was focused at solving the disadvantages exhibited by the probabilistic LSA model. LDA is almost similar to pLSA difference is that in LDA distribution of topic is assumed to have the Dirichlet prior. LDA is a true generative model that means it have the ability to generate documents and it allows sets of observations that are explained by unobserved groups which explain why some parts of the data are similar. LDA represents the documents in given corpus as topic mixture that spit out words with some probabilities. The goal of LDA is to determine the degree to which a document explains various topics. From Reed (2012), consider an example, we could easily determine from two news articles in which one news article focuses on politics with a little bit of sports and business mixed in while another article focuses on sports and business without discussing politics. The LDA method can also be applied to data collections other than text documents but the terminology of natural language processing provides an intuitive way to describe the algorithm.

The LDA model is Bayesian model where each document is represented as a topic mixture while each topic is a discrete probability distribution mostly by an array that defines how common each word is in each topic. In general, everyone normally think of a document as a sequence of words but LDA sees a document as merely a collection of weighted topics from which words can be generated. LDA assumes the following generative process can be described as follows (Blei et al., 2003).

For each document in a corpus D:

1. Choose topic distribution
   \[ \theta_i \sim \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha) \]
   \[ \alpha \in \{1,...,M\} \]
   \[ \text{Dirichlet}(\alpha) \]
   is the Dirichlet distribution for parameter \( \alpha \)

2. For each of the words \( w_i \) in the document, where \( j \in \{1,.....,N\} \)
   (a) Choose a specific topic \( z_{ij} \)
   \[ z_{ij} \sim \text{Multi}(\theta_i) \]
   Where multi () is a multinomial
   (b) Choose a word \( w_i \sim \beta z_{ij} \)

Here,
- \( w \) represents a words
- \( z \) represents a vector of topics,
- \( \beta \) is a \( k \times V \) word-probability matrix for each topic (row) and each term column,

Where \( \beta_{ij} = p(w_j = 1|z_i = 1) \)

Plane notation is shown in Fig. 2. Step (a) reflects that each document contains topics in different proportion. For instance consider one document may contain a many words taken from the topic on climate and no words taken from the topic about diseases, while a different document may have an equal number of words drawn from both topics. Step (ii) reflects that each individual word in the document is drawn from one of the \( K \) topics in proportion to the document's distribution over topics as determined in Step (i). The selection of each word depends on the distribution over the V words in vocabulary as determined by the selected topic \( j \). The generative model does not make any assumptions about how the orders of the words in the documents are present. This is known as the bag-of-words assumption. The central goal of topic modeling is to automatically discover topics from a collection of documents.

Fig. 1. Illustration of probabilistic generative process (adapted from Steyvers and Griffiths, 2010).

Fig. 2. Plane notation Of LDA algorithm.

Fig. 3. Graphical notation representing LDA model.
In Fig. 3, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) parameters constitute to the outermost level of the model, parameter \( \theta_d \) forms the middle level and parameters \( Z_{dn}, W_{dn} \) are at the innermost level of the model. Parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are corpus level parameters. These corpus level parameters are assumed to be sampled once in the process of corpus generation. The variables \( \theta_d \) are document-level variables sampled once per document and the variables \( Z_{dn}, W_{dn} \) are at the word level.

Conclusion
From all the above discussed topics, it has been identified that LDA has a limitation of topic correlation modeling which can be overcome by using CTM (correlated topic model) and it can work better than Arm (Association Rule Mining) for list of 4 or more communities while the tagging can be effectively done when both LDA and association rules are used together. Instead of LDA, WS-LDA can work better for recognition of query processing. By using this information, the friendship links has to be predicted from the user dataset in a social network with help of LDA.
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